###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   This study will provide an individual-based prediction model of motor outcome in neonates with punctate white matter lesions (PWML), which could contribute to clinical decision-making and selection of the appropriate time for intervention.

-   An automatic detection and segmentation pipeline for PWML will be developed for rapid and accurate identification of responsible lesions.

-   In order to ensure the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of the prediction model, other PWML-related impairments will not be considered.

Introduction {#s1}
============

Punctate white matter lesions (PWML) are common in neonates and have been found in more than 20% of preterm neonates.[@R1] These lesions can be detected on conventional magnetic resonance images and are defined as hyperintensity on T1 weighted imaging (T1WI) and hypointenity on T2 weighted imaging (T2WI).[@R1] PWML influence brain development, lead to changes in white matter microstructures and are generally associated with motor deficits and even cerebral palsy (CP),[@R1] although impairments in cognition and vision have also been demonstrated in some subjects.[@R6] Early accurate identification of a lesion causing adverse motor development is crucial for appropriate counselling of parents of babies, as well for better decision-making regarding interventional strategies in these babies to improve outcomes.

MRI has been widely used for diagnosis, prognosis, treatment monitoring and research in various paediatric neurological diseases. It appears to be considerably sensitive in demonstrating the existence and extent of PWML in neonates.[@R10] Conventional MRI (T1WI and T2WI) had been used to provide a prior knowledge that there was a possible relationship between the number and location of PWML and adverse motor outcomes.[@R1] PWML are associated with more widespread abnormalities than those observed on conventional MRI images.[@R3] Further diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies showed that white matter damage in the lesions is associated with increased radical diffusivity (RD), decreased fractional anisotropy (FA) and higher lesion load in the corticospinal tract may preliminarily predict later motor impairment.[@R3] However, PWML are distributed variably in location and number, and may easily accompany other abnormalities, an early quantitative and individualised prediction system for use in the clinical field is still lacking.

To this end, radiomics is an emerging approach, that has provided insights into several areas of medicine, particularly in clinical oncology.[@R15] The main process of radiomics analysis includes high-throughput extraction of quantitative features that result in the conversion of medical images into mineable data and detection of crucial characteristics for supporting decision-making.[@R16] Therefore, radiomics combined with clinical information could provide a better understanding of the disease and hopefully improve the accuracy of prediction of the motor disability in neonates with PWML.

Aims {#s1a}
----

### Primary aim {#s1a1}

The aim of this prospective cohort is to develop and validate a model for prediction of adverse motor outcomes (motor delay) in neonates with PWML.

### Secondary aims {#s1a2}

1.  To establish a practical method for automatic detection and segmentation of PWML.

2.  To identify differences in structural MRI characteristics (cortical/deep grey matter and white matter) between neonates with PWML in the neonatal period, who do and do not progress to display motor disability at a corrected age (CA) of 24 months.

3.  To investigate the DTI network properties between PWML neonates with and without motor disability.

Methods and analysis {#s2}
====================

Study design {#s2a}
------------

A multicentre prospective cohort study will be conducted among neonates with PWML.

Study setting {#s2b}
-------------

The study will be performed at The First Affiliated Hospital of Xi'an Jiaotong University, Shenzhen Children's Hospital, General Hospital of Ningxia Medical University, Xijing Hospital of the Fourth Military Medical University, Shengjing Hospital of China Medical University, The Second Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University, Affiliated Hospital of Zunyi Medical University, Shaanxi Provincial People's Hospital, Baoji Central Hospital, Children's Hospital of Fudan University and Hainan General Hospital, China. It will be begin in June 2018 and expected to be complete in December 2021.

Study sample and recruitment {#s2c}
----------------------------

### Study participants {#s2c1}

Previous studies and prior knowledge suggested that the main high-risk factors for PWML include greater birth weight, grade II to III intraventricular haemorrhage,[@R4] congenital heart disease,[@R17] hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy, hypoglycaemia, respiratory infection, septicaemia, hyperbilirubinemia, placenta previa, premature rupture of membranes and amniotic fluid pollution. In general, neonates with one or more of these high-risk factors admitted to the above-mentioned 11 hospitals will be recruited and screened for MRI.

#### Inclusion criteria {#s2c1a}

Neonates who meet all of the following criteria will be considered for enrollment into this study:Neonates with high-risk factors related to PWML;Neonates require MRI clinically to exclude or assess brain injury, or newborn parents who are willing to participant in this study;PWML diagnosed by conventional MRI (T1WI and T2WI);Gestation age (GA) \<42 weeks and postnatal age at MRI examination ≤28 days;Complete imaging data (T1WI, T2WI and DTI).

#### Exclusion criteria {#s2c1b}

Neonates who meet any of the following criteria will be excluded from this study:Congenital malformation;Genetic metabolic disorders;Obvious image artefacts.

#### Withdrawal criteria {#s2c1c}

Subjects will be withdrawn from the study if any of the following conditions occurs:Complications affecting safety and the outcome of illness (such as trauma and tumour);Inability to complete follow-up examination.

Sample size calculations {#s2d}
------------------------

There are no directly available data to assess the relationship between MRI and clinical assessments of PWML neonates to predict motor developmental outcomes or even CP at a CA of 24 months. Sample size calculations are based on a similar previous study, that investigated the ability of MRI at term-equivalent age (TEA) to evaluate neurodevelopmental outcomes (especially for motor development) at 24 months of age.[@R4] In the prospective study of preterm neonates with PWML at TEA in a total sample size of n=29, the numbers of infants with motor abnormality was nine (31.0%).[@R4] We assume that the same incidence rate of adverse motor outcomes in PWML neonates will be observed in our study. In addition, the incidence of motor delay in the subjects without PWML is assumed to be 3%.[@R18] Previous study reported that the lesion volume is considered to be an important indicator of motor prognosis.[@R13] According to our preliminary experiments, when the lesion volume is set as the most important variable, the R-square to other covariates (the birth history \[GA, delivery mode, gender, BW, head circumference, body length, mNBAS scores, Apgar scores and age at MRI\], whole brain volume and socioeconomic status variables) is calculated to be 0.56. If α=0.05, 1-β=0.95, then the study requires 82 PWML neonates to be enrolled using G\*Power V.3.1.9.2.[@R19] After review of similar literatures, we plan to enrol 328 PWML neonates (four times of the calculated sample size) to meet the requirements of training, validation and testing of the radiomics model. Based on previous follow-up experience and given an anticipated dropout rate of 20%, a total sample size of 394 neonates with PWML will be needed; of these, 315 (80%) random subjects will be assigned to training and validation datasets and the remaining 79 (20%) subjects will be classified as the test dataset.

Perinatal and clinical data collection {#s2e}
--------------------------------------

The details of the pregnancy, birth history and neonatal clinical diagnosis and socioeconomic status will be collected from the medical records. This will allow identification of risk factors for motor impairments, and help to establish predictive variables.

A number of prenatal factors have been shown to be associated with brain injury and have an effect on short-term and long-term outcomes. Premature rupture of membranes (PROM), most commonly defined as rupture of membranes before the onset of labour, increases the risk of infection-associated morbidity to the fetus and has a major impact on outcomes.[@R21] Compared with singletons, multiple birth status increase the risk of CP.[@R22] Furthermore, a systematic review reported significant associations of placental abnormalities and emergency caesarean section and CP.[@R24] Exposure to maternal pre-eclampsia and intrauterine growth restriction seem to have a negative impact on cognitive function in school-aged children.[@R25] Maternal infection, parental age and a smoking history are predominantly related to the impaired behavioural function.[@R26]

Birth history variables collected will include GA at birth, delivery mode, gender, birth weight (BW), head circumference, body length, Apgar score, age at MRI scan and neurodevelopmental assessment scale (modified Neonatal Behavioural Assessment Scale \[mNBAS\]) score. Several studies have demonstrated that the likelihood of adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes increase with decreasing GA, lower BW and lower Apgar scores, and multiple studies have reported poorer outcomes in male neonates.[@R23] In addition, these variables can be used to adjust for confounders between groups.

Clinical information will be gathered for each neonate from birth until discharge from hospital. Socioeconomic status such as parental education and occupation, family structure and family income will be collected using a parent questionnaire. During the follow-up, the treatment history will be recorded in detail based on the medical records.

Study procedures {#s2f}
----------------

The study procedures are shown in [figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Subjects will be enrolled through inclusion and exclusion criteria described above. When the neonates with high-risk factors of PWML are in a medically stable condition, they will undergo an MRI examination. There is no established gold standard neurological assessment for neonates, so the mNBAS will be used within the 7 days of the MRI. Neurobehavioral development will be assessed by a designated experienced neonatologist blinded to the MRI findings and any unrelated medical information (such as babies' clinical condition and other examination results irrelevant to the content of the current assessment) at each site.

![Flow chart of the study protocol. PWML, punctate white matter lesions.](bmjopen-2018-023157f01){#F1}

At a CA of 18 months (range;+/-2 weeks), the families will be invited back to the birth hospital for the first follow-up assessment of their child's neurodevelopmental outcome. Experienced paediatricians blinded to the medical history will assess each infant's neurodevelopment using the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development-III (Bayley-III). The infants and their parents will be contacted to schedule the second visit for an MRI examination at a CA of 24 months (range;+/-2 weeks). At the same time, Bayley-III and Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) will be provided to confirm the motor developmental outcomes. The adverse motor outcome is first classified by a motor score \<85 (Bayley-III). Next, the GMFCS will be measured in the infants with motor score \<85. The subjects confirmed to have a GMFCS of 2 to 5 will be defined as having moderate-to-severe motor impairment, and others who do not have a GMFCS of 2 to 5 will be defined as having mild motor impairment. Considering the developmental differences of preterm and term neonates, the collected data will first be analysed separately.

The questionnaire data will be collected by trained interviewers during a telephone survey for guardians who are reluctant to come to the hospital for follow-up. During the study, if any of the protocols (eg, the MRI sequence parameters) need to be modified because of the circumstances at particular centres, an application should be submitted to the ethics committee for review.

Assessment procedure {#s3}
====================

MRI methods {#s3a}
-----------

### Image acquisition {#s3a1}

Brain MRI will be performed using 3.0T scanners with 8-channel head coils. Noise from MRI will be attenuated using micro-earplugs. In order to reduce motion artefacts and complete the MRI examination, all subjects will be required to scan under natural sleep after adjusting their sleep and feed times. If necessary (subjects unable to remain for the MRI examination), sedation will be taken after obtaining parental consent. The potential risks of sedatives will be fully considered, and the subjects will be monitored for 24 hours to see if there is an adverse drug reaction. Each subject's head will be immobilised by moulded foam, which is placed around the head. The MRI sequences will include T1WI, T2WI and DTI, and the total scan time will be approximately 20 min. When the motion artefacts of the conventional MRI images (T1WI and T2WI) are significant to affect the diagnosis, the sequence will be repeated. While for DTI, whether images with moderate-to-severe motion artefacts will be scanned repeatedly depends on the state of the baby. Providing that the subjects are well-prepared before examination, the probability of neonates completing the three successful sequences is close to 90% at our hospital. Therefore, the setting of the protocols is suitable for promotion at other sites. The details of the protocols used at the different sites are shown in [tables 1--3](#T1 T2 T3){ref-type="table"}. Vital signs will be monitored during the MRI examination. If an adverse event occurs, the scan will be stopped immediately and professionally handled depending on the situation.

###### 

The three-dimensional T1 weighted imaging parameters for different scanners

                          GE        Philips   Siemens
  ----------------------- --------- --------- ---------
  Repetition time (ms)    10.18     7.57      1900
  Echo time (ms)          4.62      4.60      3.37
  Slice thickness (mm)    1         1         1
  Gap (mm)                0         0         0
  Field of view (mm^2^)   256×256   256×256   256×256
  Matrix size             256×256   256×256   256×256

###### 

The T2 weighted imaging parameters for different scanners

                          GE                  Philips             Siemens
  ----------------------- ------------------- ------------------- -------------------
  Repetition time (ms)    2000                2500                2000
  Echo time (ms)          73.11               253.99              83
  Slice thickness (mm)    1                   1                   1
  Gap (mm)                0                   0                   0
  Field of view (mm^2^)   180×180 (240×240)   180×180 (240×240)   180×180 (240×240)
  Matrix size             180×180 (240×240)   180×180 (240×240)   180×180 (240×240)

###### 

The diffusion tensor imaging  parameters for different scanners

                                             GE                  Philips             Siemens
  ------------------------------------------ ------------------- ------------------- -------------------
  Repetition time (ms)                       11 000              9000                8800
  Echo time (ms)                             69.5                91                  57
  b values (s/mm^2^)                         0,1000              0,1000              0,1000
  Numbers of diffusion gradient directions   32                  32                  32
  Number of excitation                       1                   1                   1
  Slice thickness (mm)                       2.0                 2.0                 2.0
  Gap (mm)                                   0                   0                   0
  Field of view (mm^2^)                      180×180 (240×240)   180×180 (240×240)   180×180 (240×240)
  Matrix size                                90×90 (120×120)     90×90 (120×120)     90×90 (120×120)

### Image analysis {#s3a2}

MRI data will be analysed by using image processing techniques as follows:

#### Structural data analysis {#s3a2a}

The follow-up T1WI data will be segmented using SPM V.12.0.[@R30] The grey matter volume, white matter volume and total brain volume will be calculated using the native space probabilistic tissue maps produced during segmentation. Statistical analysis will use voxel-based analysis techniques.

#### Diffusion data analysis {#s3a2b}

Preprocessing and quality control will be used to detect and correct motion artefacts and image distortions. This adopted workflow will consist of brain extraction, rigid registration, distortion correction, artefacts rejection and spatial smoothing. Rigid registration will be utilised to correct misalignments. Motion artefacts will be rejected by using local Pearson correlation coefficient.[@R32] FA, RD, axial diffusivity (AD) and mean diffusivity (MD) will be estimated from preprocessed diffusion data using a diffusion tensor model. Whole brain voxel-based analysis of diffusion parameters will be performed using optimised tract-based spatial statistics.[@R33] Probabilistic tractography will be performed using automated fiber-tract quantification.[@R34] Furthermore, the brain structural network based on the diffusion data will be constructed including cortical parcellation, tractography and generation of a connectivity matrix.[@R35]

#### Harmonisation analysis {#s3a2c}

Images collected from multiple sites are prone to technical variability across scans, including heterogeneity in the imaging protocol, variations in the scanning parameters and differences between the manufacturers of the scanners.[@R36] In order to remove the bias and variability caused by the unwanted site effects, the ComBat model will be used for harmonisation of data from different scanners and centres. This method adjusts the mean value and variance of different groups by combining the location/scale model and empirical Bayes framework.[@R37] Fortin *et al* have demonstrated that the ComBat method could be better for harmonisation of DTI and cortical thickness measurement, which not only preserves biological variability but also removes the unwanted variation introduced by site.[@R37]

#### Workflow of radiomics analysis {#s3a2d}

First, the MRI images acquired from each subject will be preprocessed to ensure that they are consistent. Image contrast enhancement and removal of noise and artefacts will also be needed. The PWML will then be segmented. Segmentation of the lesions will be performed from manual to semi-automated and fully automated by applying the deep convolutional neural network. Second, features of the lesions will be extracted, and useful information selected to assist in the characterisation of PWML neonates with different motor developmental outcomes. The features are mainly comprised of spatial relationships, shapes and sizes, textural features and the filtered-based information of the lesions. Third, the useful radiomic features selected from the poll of extracted features will be combined with clinical information for exploratory analysis. During this process, groups of highly correlated imaging features can be identified via clustering, and these features can be reduced to single archetypal features per cluster. Furthermore, features that have well-correlated clinical indexes will be excluded because they will not provide additional information. In the final stage, radiomic modelling includes three main aspects, that is, feature selection, modelling methodology and validation. In order to avoid overfitting, features lacking robustness against sources of variability will be further eliminated. Multiple-modelling methods will then be used to choose the optimal one for this target PWML population. Validation techniques are critical tools for evaluation of the performance of a model, so internal and external validations will be performed in our study.[@R16] The radiomics processing workflow is shown in [figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

![The workflow of radiomic analysis. LASSO, least absoluted shrinkage and selection operator.](bmjopen-2018-023157f02){#F2}

Clinical assessments {#s3b}
--------------------

### Modified neonatal behavioural assessment scale {#s3b1}

The Neonatal Behavioural Assessment Scale (NBAS) is a neurobehavioral scale designed to examine a neonate's responses to a new environment, such as the ability to orient and habituate to visual or auditory stimuli, both animate and inanimate; the quality of motor tone and activity levels and the infant's level of state regulation.[@R42] The NBAS contains 28 behavioural items scored for optimal performance, 18 reflex items and nine supplementary items to assess the general aspects of overall infant behaviour.[@R43] It has been demonstrated to contribute to identification of newborn behaviour and development affected by prenatal and perinatal variables, such as intrauterine growth restriction, intrauterine drug exposure, low BW and prematurity.[@R44] Additionally, the NBAS is beneficial in terms of early interventions and to help predict outcome.[@R45] The mNBAS (20 items) is established by combining the advantages of NBAS and a large number of clinical experiences based on the China's national conditions. This method is practical, reliable and more suitable for Chinese neonates.[@R46] Furthermore, it takes only 10 min to complete the evaluation of this scale. The predictive validity of the mNBAS has been established in babies with asphyxia. The sensitivity and specificity were 88.9% and 82.6%, respectively, at 7 days after birth and 84.6% and 97.4% respectively, at 12 to 14 days.[@R46] Furthermore, several studies confirmed the validity of the scale.[@R47]

#### Bayley scales of infant and toddler development-III {#s3b1a}

The Bayley-III is a validated and widely-used neurodevelopmental screening instrument designed to measure cognitive, language (receptive and expressive communication) and motor (fine and gross motor) development in children ages 1 to 42 months, and takes 40 to 60 min to perform for a cooperative baby. The fine motor subtest provides an assessment of eye movements, perceptual-motor integration, motor planning and motor speed. The gross motor subtest measures movements of the limbs and torso.[@R49] Normed scores on this scale have a mean of 100 and a SD of 15, where higher scores reflect a better development. Several studies have been performed and demonstrated the high acceptability and reliability (0.95\~0.99) for the cognitive and motor subscales.[@R50] The motor scores are transformed into the following classifications: scores \<85 indicating 'motor delay'; scores 85 to 114 indicating 'within normal limits'; scores ≥115 indicating 'accelerated motor performance'.[@R52] In this study, infants with normal and accelerated motor performance will be classified as having normal motor function.

### Gross motor function classification system {#s3b2}

The GMFCS is developed to classify the gross motor function of children with CP.[@R53] The GMFCS is divided into five levels, and as the level increases the motor function is worse. Classification of motor abilities is dependent on age, and the GMFCS has separate descriptions for several age bands for each level: before the age of 2 years, from the age of 2 to 4 years, from 4 to 6 years and from 6 to 12 years, with an adolescent age band now available. Studies have reported high inter-rater reliability (0.93), test-retest reliability (0.79) and stability of the first and last ratings (weighted kappa coefficient, 0.84).[@R54] Adverse motor outcomes are further divided into mild and moderate-to-severe motor impairment groups according to level 2 to 5 of the GMFCS.[@R12]

Blinding {#s3c}
--------

The radiologists involved in the MRI analysis will be blinded to other imaging results, clinical information and assessment findings. The neonatologists carrying out the clinical assessments will be blinded to the MRI findings. Follow-up assessments at a CA of 18 months and 24 months will be scored by paediatricians blinded to the perinatal history, neonatal assessment and MRI findings.

Confidentiality {#s3d}
---------------

The original data will be preserved by The First Affiliated Hospital of Xi'an Jiaotong University, China. Unless required by law, the patient status will not be divulged. Anonymised study data will be published for scientific purpose.

Statistical analysis {#s3e}
--------------------

The data analyses will be supervised by an experienced statistician. All measurement variables that are in a normal distribution will be expressed as the mean ±SD, and categorical variables will be shown as numbers and percentages. Continuous variables will be compared using the independent samples t-test or the Mann-Whitney test, and categorical variables will be compared by using the Chi-square test or the Fisher exact test. Missing data will be handled using full information maximum likelihood in the estimation of path models, which is robust against biases from data missing at random. Models will be constructed to identify the risk factors or predict the motor developmental outcome of neonates with PWML, the univariable analysis will be used first to look for variables that are statistically significant (p\<0.05) and these variables will then be selected for multivariable models. Some classifiers (such as support vector machine, logistic regression and k-nearest neighbour) will be used to divide the predictors into categories on the basis of the motor outcome of the neonates, and then the best one will be chosen. During the data analysis, the correlation relationship will be analysed for the selected features and clinical indices (eg, perinatal history, clinical information and socioeconomic status). The discriminatory performance and stability of the model was validated using 10-fold cross-validation in which the original set was randomly partitioned in 10 equal size subsamples. Of the 10 subsamples, a single subsample is retained as the validation set for testing the model, and the remaining nine subsamples are used as the training set. The cross-validation process is repeated 10 times with each of the subsamples used exactly once as the validation set. Moreover, the external validation will be performed using another independent dataset. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve will be used to evaluate how the model can allow identification of PWML neonates with motor delay. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and accuracy will be calculated. A nomogram will be used for visualisation of the optimal prediction model.

Data management {#s3f}
---------------

The original data for the participants will be kept confidential throughout the study. The electronic data will be gathered by a special researcher at each site and supervised by the two researchers at our centre. The data and backup information will be stored on a secure computer file and only study members will have access to the data. In addition, the clinical research centre at our hospital and The Ministry of Science and Technology are responsible for study and data supervision. Through annual reviews, they can obtain interim and final results.

Ethics and information dissemination {#s3g}
------------------------------------

All participating centres have approved the study protocol. Ethical approval for the study has been given by the institutional review board of The First Affiliated Hospital of Xi'an Jiaotong University (XJTU1AF2015LSK-172). The trial has been registered with the Clinical Trials Registry (NCT02637817). All of the parents of eligible participants will be provided with detailed explanation of the study and obtain the written informed consent. Subjects may withdraw from the study at any time without explanation. The results will be published in peer-reviewed journals and presented in local, national and international conferences. The person who has the authorship eligibility is the researcher who contributes to the experiment. Since this project is supported by the national foundation, the access to the full protocol, participant-level dataset and statistical code will be decided by the government.

Patient and public involvement {#s3h}
------------------------------

No patients or their guardians were involved in setting the research question or the outcome measures nor were they involved in the design or implementation of the study. No guardians of patients were asked to advise on interpretation or writing up of results. Guardian representatives have advised on the dissemination of results, including the use of electronic mails and social media.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The protocol combines brain MRI, clinical information and assessments at the neonatal stage to establish an individual-based model to predict motor disability at a CA of 24 months of neonates with PWML.

There will be some strengths to this study. The advanced radiomics method provides a new insight for clinicians to extract many significant imaging and clinical features to establish an individual prediction model based on motor developmental outcomes. Previous studies of PWML have mostly had retrospective designs, and their sample sizes were relatively small. The researchers mainly focused on the different MRI characteristics between neonates with and without PWML, and the macrostructural features of the lesions.[@R3] According to prior knowledge, previous studies reported that the location, volume of lesions and some of the diffusion parameters can preliminarily predict the adverse motor or cognitive outcomes, but few of them were longitudinal.[@R2] All were based on comparison at the group level and the predictive values need to be further validated. This study will provide an individual-based prediction model of motor outcome via a prospective cohort design, which will may contribute to decision-making and choice of the appropriate time for intervention. Furthermore, the combination of multiple modalities in our study will improve the ability to predict outcomes to a greater extent than a single modality alone.

Our hospital had developed an individualised examination procedure for newborns and infants, and we have already extended it to other participating sites to ensure the feasibility of the process. In addition, the MRI sequences and clinical neurological assessments are the most commonly used clinically. With the proliferation of multi-site neuroimaging studies, there is a great need to handle the non-biological variance introduced by differences in MRI scanners and acquisition protocols. Such unwanted sources of bias and variability can hinder the detection of features associated clinical covariates of interest and cause spurious findings.[@R39] To remove the site effects in the multi-site studies, the ComBat has been found to be an effective harmonisation technique that both removes unwanted variation associated with the site and preserve biological associations in the data.[@R37] Moreover, we will also try to apply a deep learning algorithm to better deal with this critical issue. Neonatal brains differ significantly from those of adults. The immature myelination of the white matter in neonatal brains results in inversion of MRI contrast when compared with adult brain scans.[@R63] This requires image processing to be performed on T2WI rather than T1WI.[@R64] However, the PWML is mainly detected in T1WI, and this makes the lesion segmentation more challenging. Finally, this study will develop an automatic detection and segmentation pipeline for PWML by multiple repeated training and testing the manual labels on T1WI. It will not only help to identify PWML rapidly and consistently, but it will also provide the foundation for individualised multi-sequence fusion to locate responsible lesions.

We need to point out several limitations of the current study protocol. PWML can be associated with motor, cognitive or vision impairments, but we will only be focusing on adverse motor developmental function to improve the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of the prediction model in a specific aspect. Other functional deficits will be analysed further based on the pipeline developed in this protocol. Neuroimaging with functional MRI has great potential as a way of characterising typical development and detecting abnormality early.[@R65] However, functional MRI is not included in our study as a necessary sequence because of the tolerance of neonates and infants in the MRI scanning room. On account of this technique being highly sensitive to head motion during scanning, and after the conventional and diffusion sequences, the successful rate is not guaranteed. In addition, the follow-up duration to a CA of 24 months is not long enough. However, independent of this study, we will attempt to follow them up until they are adults.
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